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Main power hubs have become eminent terrorist targets, so the government is offering the means to revolutionize the United States' energy supply. You must take responsibility for yourselves now. To avoid any further power outages that greatly affect entire cities, it is absolutely necessary for American people to take the power into their own hands. In present-day American society, non-renewable resources are being excessively depleted so that we may have heat and light for another day. In addition we are polluting the ozone and other global systems by putting these non-renewable resources to unnecessary overuse.

Protecting our motherland from any form of harm ensures America's future. The change will be difficult at first because fixing the problem means a major change in daily activities. The switch is vital to preserving the American way of life. It is our goal to convert North America's main power source from a very wasteful and diminishing resource into a never ending, fully renewable well of energy. Corporate America has a stern hold over your power, and now our country's government is giving that control back to you. We will eliminate the evils of the middleman we call "light switch", and reconnect the public to the planet by giving you the responsibility for your own energy. Our freedom cannot be threatened as long as we hold the power; there is no excuse to be left in the dark.